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Charles Burton Elliott, RLA, ASLA

Years with LRM

22 Years

Education
BS Landscape Architecture,
Colorado State University, 1990

Mr. Elliott has over 27 years of experience in the field of Landscape Architecture. For
the past 16 years, Charles has been responsible for the management of many of the
firm’s educational, mixed-use, and multi-family projects, and leads the firm’s efforts
in their continuous improvement of the project delivery process.

Professional
Experience

Mr. Elliott’s strong design background provides a high level of sensitivity to each
projects’ aesthetic values, while his project management skills adds a valuable layer
of business acumen and leadership to each project. His ability to manage and direct
LRM’s project team, as well as interface and clearly communicate with the client and
their consulting team has been key factor in maintaining and nurturing long-term
client relationships. His belief in the collaborative process of working closely with
clients, architects, engineers, and fabricators has yielded positive results and
recognition as an innovator when it comes to solving complex site design challenges.
Charles has a talent for marrying the business drivers of a project to design, and has
successfully competed many large scale complex projects throughout the Southwest.

Design Principal and Project Director

Charles possesses a thorough knowledge and understanding of the design process, as
well as a keen knowledge of construction methods and techniques. He has
successfully managed large complex landscape projects in excess of 5 million dollars,
is well organized, and has strong communication skills.

Project
Responsibility

Mr. Elliott will assist David Larkins during the design phase as well as serve as Project
Director and be the responsible for the direct supervision of all LRM staff during
project development. In this leadership role, Mr. Elliott will work towards and
promote a coordinated effort between LRM staff and other project team
members/disciplines.

